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KUrth reveals
tOp VP finalists
By RHONNDA KERR
Editor in Chief
Explaining that one of the
finalists had withdrawn
because of health reasons,
President Ronald J . Kurth
revealed the names of the remaining four finalists for vice
president for university relations and administrative services during an interview
Tuesday.
In search of a second vice
president for Murray State
University since before the
semester began, the Search and
Screening Committee narrowed
the list of applicants to:
• Gary W. Shepherd, Jr. of
Vincennes, Ind.
Vice president for community
services at Vincennes University since 1980, Shepherd received his doctorate in higher
education administration from
Nova University in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
With a bachelor's of science
and master's degree in speech
and English education from In·
diana State University in Terre
Haute, Shepherd .will be
visiting MSU for intemews
with faculty, staff, students,
regents and community leaders
Nov. 7-8.
• Donald B . Clapp of
Louisville.
Clapp, vice president of
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville since
1987, received a doctorate of
jurisprudence and a bachelor's
of art in education from the
University of Kentucky in
Lexington.

/

Also serving as executive vice
chancellor for administration at
the University of Kentucky
Medical Center and as vice
president for administration at
the University of Kentucky,
Clapp will be visiting campus
Nov. 11-12.
• Neil K. Smith of Rolla, Mo.
Vice chancellor for administrative service at the
University of Missouri in Rolla
since 1983, Smith received his
master's in business administration at Washington
University in St. Louis, Mo.,
and his bachelor's in business
administration at the Universi·
ty of Notre Dame.
A former director of business
services, director of iruititu·
tional services and grants and
contracts officer at the University of Missouri in Rolla, Smith
will visit the MSU campus for
interviews Dec. 3-4.
• Don W. Kassing of Gunnison,
Colo.
Kassi~. vice president for
development and public affairs
at Western State College since
1986, is currently enrolled in a
doctorate P~'~ram at the
University of Denver in
Denver, Colo.
Receiving his master's degree
in business administration and
bachelor's of science from St.
Louis University in St. Louis,
Mo., Kassing also served as
president of Granite City Campus of the Belleville Area College District, a comprehensive
community college, in
Belleville, lll.
Kassing will visit Murray
State University Dec. 9-10.
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GOTTA HAND IT TO HIM:

Murray State University honors L. D. Miller as grand
marshall of last weekend's Homecoming Parade for his many contributions to the University
and the Murray community.
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By SHAWN LOCKMAN
Staff Writer
For students who witnessed
it, Monday and Tuesday will be
days that they will never forget.
A 28-year-old evangelist, call·
ing students "drunkards",
"whores" and ' 'devils" ap·
peared at the amphitheater in
front of Elizabeth Hall at Murray State University.
The evangelist, Jim Gilles of
Evansville , Ind. , began
preaching at 1:30 p.m. Monday
in front of approximately 50
students. Before he had finished
at 5 p.m. that evening, hun·
dreds of MSU studentfl had
gathered and the sermon had
turned into a shouting debate
between the crowd and Gilles.
Gilles started his preaching
by explaining why he had come
to leach a course at MSU.
"This is called Christianity
101, the basic fundamentals of
Christianity. I am your instruc-

tor, brother Jim from cert Van Halen lead singer
Evansville, Indiana and our David Lee Roth told the autextbook is called the Holy Bi- dience "Not even God can aave
your soul at a Van Halen
ble," he said.
Gilles said his course would concert."
cover Christian theology and
Gilles said he reali1.ed at that
the thoughts and principles of IDOment that he was par·
God. He said his course had a ticipating in something that
pass and fail grading system.
was wrong and asked God to
" H you pass," Gilles said, save his soul right there.
"you get the kingdom of heaven
Gilles then told the crowd
but if you fail you will get fire even their souls could bo saved.
and brimstone.''
"If Jesus can save my soul
Gilles claimed to be sinless right in the middle of a Van
because he was a Christian. Halen concert, surely he cnn
However Gilles told the crowd break through all the sin and
· what he was like before he perversion of Murray State and
became a Christian.
save your souls also," he said.
"1 used to be a gross pervert. I
He followed this by telling tho
was a drug-crazed, booze guzzl- crowd the stumbling block to
ing, sex perverted, rock 'n' roll them becoming a Christian
freak. In other words I was like would be their admission of
most of the Murray State sinning.
students here," he said.
"Most of you sinners don't
Gilles claimed to have con- want to turn from your sins,"
verted to Christianity at a Van Gilles said, "You don't want to
Helen concert in.l980. He told repent of your sins because you
the crowd tha\ during the con· love your sins. That may be why

---

God has not let your football
team have a good season this
year."
Gilles then began condeming
the students.
"You know why this campus
is so perverted and wicked?
Because there are so many
whores, whoremongers, fornicators, homosexuals, rock 'n'
roll freaks, country-western
depressants, drug addicts and
booze guzzlers on this campus,"
he said.
Gilles talked of how when he
married his wife she was a
24-year·old virgin. He said that
it would be very hard to find a
24-year-old virgin on the campus of Murray State.
Gilles said one reason his wife
was a virgin when they were
married was because she did
not attend MSU, but that she
attended a private b~ble college.
See EVANGELIST
PageS

-
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Work-study helps students meet ends
By ERIC WALKER

•

Staff Writer

Money ia a big deal to most
college students, and students
at Murray State University are
no exception.
In order to make ends meet,
many students get jobs to buy
food, clothing and costly
gasoline.
Federal and university workstudy programs are two ways
that students are able to receive
extra money while attending
college.
Today, it seems that prices
are slowly, but surely, increasing, due to many events which
are happening around the
world. However, those who are
employed and are receiving
minimum wage, will see a
bright spot on the horizon. This
includes students who are involved with the work-study
programs.
On • April 1 of this year,
minimum wage increased from
$3.35 an hour to $3.80. In 1991,
minimum wage will again increase, this time, to $4.26 an
hour.
Jan Kind, 888istant director
for student employment programs, said this factor is directly related to Murray State
students in the work-study program collectively earning more
than $2 million during the
1989-1990 school year.
"In 1989 and 1990, students
earned approximately
$2,761,757 by working with the
work-study programs," Kind
said. "This was an increase of

$192,000 over the previous
year.
"We have seen an increase in
student programs, and also, an
increase in 'student Federal
Work-Study Programs, due to
the increase in minimum
wage,'' she said.
Twenty-five percent of the
student body, including
graduate assistants, were
employed by the work-study
programs. Kind said about
1,380 students are currently
working under the programs
and that their earnings will differ, depending upon the workstudy program they (the
students) are involved in.
"We have about 1,030
students employed by the
university and about 350 with
the federal program," she said.
"With the university program, how much they are paid
depends upon how many hours
they work. They approximately
make about $50 a week,
average, but'some work more,"
she said. "The university program pay is much higher,
because students usually work
more hours."
In the Oct. 20 issue of The
Murray Ledger and Times
1989-1990 figures showed 1 75S
students earned $1,730:650
through the University Student
~mployment Program, averagtng $984 per student. More than
500 students employed by the
Federal Work-Study Program
earned an average of $857
resulting in total earnings of
$429,950.

The University Student
Employment Program, Kind
said, offers work to any
graduate or undergraduate student who is enrolled at Murray
State University at least half·
time. She said the program is
funded through the 120 in·
dependent departments on
campus.
"Almost every department offers work programs, such as
Alumni Affairs and the various
academic departments," she
said. "A lot of departments,
that you wouldn't think of, offer
programs, like the purchasing
department and printing and
publications. Food services,
residence halls and the libraries
are our biggest hirers.
"Students who are most successful in their jobs, are the
· ones who go around to the in·
dividual departments and show
an interest in that department
or office," Kind said.
One such university-student
employee is Christy Raspberry,
a sophomore office systems ma·
jor from Murray and an office
aide in the department of
political science and legal
studies. She said, although this
is her f"l.rst year with the program, she finds the work en·
joyable, plus the pay helps.
"It's okay. The job is on campus, so I don't have to leave and
I think it's easier than having
to hold down a regular job.
"The money is enough to get
by on," Raspberry said. "I live
at home, so I don't have to pay
rent or anything else that

University vs. Federal
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everyone else has to deal with."
The Federal Work-Study Pro·
gram is based upon an individual's need and is part of
the student's financial aid
packet.
"The hours the student works
per week is based on an earn·
ings limit or eligibility," ~ind
said.
"The money for the federal
program comes from federal
funds and are matched by the
university. Seventy percent of
the money comes from the
federal 'funding and the univer·
sity pays the remaining 30 per·
cent," Kind said.
Mary Smiley, a sophomore
consumer affairs m&jor, is in·
volved in the Federal Work·
Study Program and works for
publication and printing ser·
vices. She said she el'\Joys her
job since it fits in with her class
schedule.
"It's great working on cam·
pus, because it's close to my
classes and it doesn't conflict

with my schedule," Smiley said.
"The people I work for are
really understanding. If I have
a test, they understand that
school comes first."
She also said, as a freshman,
her work-study job helped her
get used to the campus and to
campus life.
According to"'Kind, there are
many advantages to working on
these types of programs, such as
experience, money, campus
relations and even good grades.
"Students, if they can work,
get valuable experience,
especially if their job is related
to their career goals," she said,
"and experience is excellent,
because that is what employees
look for."
Kind said because the workstudy programs are not loans,
the students do not have to pay
back any money, plus, she said,
national figures have shown
students who work about 15 to
20 hours a week, can maintain
good grade point averages.

Faculty, staff join together
for earthquake convocation
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

Several hundred Murray
State University faculty and
staff members gathered in
Lovett Auditorium last Thursday for an earthquake
preparedness convocation.
Speakers at the convocation
included: President Ronald J.
Kurth; Bennie Cooper, chair·
man of the Nat ural Hazards
Task Force; Burt Siebolt,
associate professor of industry
and technology; Joe Green,
director of public safety; Paula
Hulick, director of housing; and
Ken Harrell, dean of the College of Humanistic Studies.
In his opening remarks,
Kurth stressed that the goal of
the convocation was not to raise
the level of excitement over the
predicted earthquake, but instead to raise the level of consciousness. Kurth said he
wanted to remind the University community that a disaster is
always possible.
"I want to allay unnecessary
fear through dissemination of
survival information," Kurth
said.

Pholo by_BECKY COGAN

IT'S ALL IN VEIN:

Melisa Webster, a sophomore
physical education major from New Ulm, Minn., gave blood
at an American Red Cross blood drive on Tuesday In the
Currla Center. The drive was sponsored by the Student
Government Association.

;

Cooper spoke on what steps
should be taken to prepare for
an earthquake . He drew
laughter from the audience
when he told them that be
always carries a whistle, can
opener, and a tin of sardines in
his pocket. Cooper said doing
this could help save his life if he
were ever trapped under fallen
rubble.

" I'll be able to eat and let
rescuers know I'm under
there," Cooper said.
Cooper also recommended
that people keep emergency
provisions of food and bottled
water. He also recommended
storing extra blankets , a
flashlight and a first aid kit.
He urged people to stabilize
bookshelvPs and avoid Rilting
directly under light fixtures
which could fall during an
earthquake.
Siebolt, told the audience that
what one does during an earthquake is predetermined by the
preparations that person makes
before the disaster occurs. He
said people inside buildings
should stay inside, move away
from windows to interior walls,
and take cover.
"Think about what you will
do if an earthquake occurs
ahead of time," Siebolt said.
" You can't outrun an
earthquake."
Siebolt said that people who
are outdoors when an earth·
quake occurs should move away
from buildings and power lines.
In grocery stores he recom·
mended heading toward the end
of aisles - away from falling
merchandise.
"In a grocery store, it is
alright to be near the Charmin,
but I wouldn't want to be in the
Campbell's soup aisle," Siebolt
said.
Green said that after an earthquake occurs people need to
remain as calm as possible and
think before they act.

Green told the audience to be
prepared for aftershocks and to
be aware of the possibility of
broken gas lines.
"Do not light any matches or
throw on the light switch,
because any spark could cause
an explosion," Green said.
He said the entire University
community should be prepared
to help each other in the event
of such a disaster.
"Be prepared to render any
assistance that you can. Even if
it is just solace," Green said.
"We must depend on each
other. We are all family at Murray State and that's the way it
has to be."
Hulick said the housing office
is taking steps to warn students
what to do in the event of an
earthquake. She said brochures
on earthquake preparedness
have been passed out to all
students who live on campus
and that a videotape on earth·
quake safety is available in
every residence hall. She said
the housing staff has identified
students who know car·
diopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) and they have been asked
to help in the event of an
emergency.
Kurth said for now the best
thing to do is stay calm and
think about what you would do
in the event of an earthquake in
advance.
"Preparation and a cool head
are the best ingredients you can
bring to an earthquake," Kurth
said.
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Council puts on hold decision
on fall break issue another week
A proposal for a fall break
at Murray State was tabled
by members of the Academic
Council because members
thought imput by Jim Booth,
provost and vice president of
academic and student affairs, was needed on the
issue.
Booth was unable to attend
the council's meeting on Oct.
25 so the proposal was tabled
until Nov. 8. The proposal for
a fall break was brought
before the council by the
Library and Academic Support Committee.
Joe Rose, chairman of the
Library and Academic Support Committee, said the proposed break would occur on
either the Thursday and Frid~y of the end of the first
eight weeks of claaees or the
first Monday and Tuesday of
the second eight weeks.
The council also approved
a proposal to ban smoking at
all faculty meetings. The
proposal was made by the
Library and Academic Support Committee.
The council also approved
music department course
changes; characteristics of
the Murray State University
graduate; new course in
education, EDU 520; course
substitution, CDI 635 to CDI
205 and music department
course changes at the 500
level.
The following information
items were presented to the
council:

• New course CET 352, Air
Quality Technology
• New course CET 351,
Water Quality Technology
• New course MIL 215, Advanced Land Navigation and
Individual Firat Aid
Techniques
• Addition of leadership
laboratory to MIL 102 as required by Cadet Command
Regulation 145-3. The
semester credit will increase
to 3 hours from 2 hours
because of lab and weekend
activities
• Course title and content
change of lET 431,
Numerical ControVCAM
• Course subetitution, lET
409, Technical illustration
for lET 103 Technical Sketching and lET 402, Precision
Pictorial Drawing in the IET
courses required as related
courses in the Home
Economics Housing and Interior Design Option
• New course lET 231 Computer Numerical Control
• New course MET 619, In-·
dustrial Energy
Management
• N~w course AGR 339 Computer Applications for
Agriculture
• Course deletion CET 283
Route and Topography
Surveying and course
replacement CET 370 Intermediate Surveying
• Experimental course, SED
211, Special Study in Early
Childhood Special Education

Foreign students discuss
effects of Mid East crisis
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
StaH Writer

When Saddam Hussein moved his tanks into Kuwait, he
disturbed more than the sands
in the Middle East.
The whole world has been af.
fected by the military assault
on this country the size of
Massachusetts.
Four foreign students and an
American Air Force veteran
presented their personal views
of the situation in the Persian
Gulf and how their countries
and governments looked at the
situation in a panel discussion
Oct. 24.
Representing Japan, Morroco,
Great Britain and Kuwait, the
students gave a capacity audience alternative views to
America's view.
Tarek Orfaly, a Syrian national who has lived in Kuwait
most of his life, said he does not
doubt the reasons America sent
soldiers. He said he knows they
are there for the oil and better
stability in the Middle East to
keep the oil flowing.
However, Orfaly said the
Kuwaitis do not mind.
"We want our country back
no matter what the costs," he
said.
Orfaly said war would
devastate the little country, but
it would be better than bemg
ruled by Iraq.
War was not supported by all
the speakers, though.
Abdelaziz Marocchi, of Morroco, said many Arabs support

Trying 10 StreKn dollars when
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the actions of Saddam Hussein,
who has tried to unite the Arab
world behind his actions.
"There is a separation between the governments of the
Arab nations and the people,"
he said.
Marocchi said while the
governments condemn Hussein's actions, many Arabs are
willing to sacrifice Kuwait if it
means the United States and
other Western nations will
leave Saudi Arabia.
Gerry Silverside, a broadcast
major from Great Britain, also
said war is not desirable.
Many people in Britain,
Silverside said, wanted the
Western allies to push Iraq out
of Kuwait with military force
directly after the invasion.
Now, he said, they are less willing to go to war.
"It would not solve the long·
term problems of that area," he
said.
"War might provide a shortterm solution to the socioeconomic problems of the
world," said Donna Baldwinjan_oto, an Air Force veteran
and reservist.
She said she agrees that war
will not solve the long-term problems, but the United States
has gone too far now to pul1 out
without forcing Iraq to leave
Kuwait.
Baldwin-Amoto also said she
wonders if America is totally
behind President Bush and the
military.
"While in an airport, I
overheard a lady saying that

she supported the troops in
Saudi Arabia, but she was glad
that her (relative) who was sta·
tioned in Italy was not going,"
she said.
She said that comment made
her wonder about America's
sincere support for the soldiers.
Hiromi Satoh, of Japan, said
her country can not support a
/
war.
She said the Japanese constitution, which was written by
the Allies after the second
world war, does not allow Japan
to have a military force that can
be used for offensive purposes.
Satoh also said the Japanese
politicians do not know how to
handle international affairs
that do not involve economics.
"The politicians have worked
for the companies. They do not
know how tQ. handle foreign
politics," she said.
None of the speakers saw a
solution in the near future.
Baldwin-Amoto said
America's ego will not allow an
Iraqi solution, but Marocchi
said the Arabs do not want an
American solution.
He said the Arabs would like
to see some cooperation between themselves to solve the
problem.
However, Orfaly said his feelings of Arab unity disappear~
when Hussein invaded Kuwatt.
"We thought giving $35
billion to Iraq to help in their
war with Iran should bring
some unity,'' he said. "Hussein
proved us wrong."
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Stereotypes are dangerous to.all involved
Stereotypes are labels used to
describe a general group of people,
yet sometimes these stereotypes are
harmful to those people who are
stuck in the fixed pattern of small
minds.
Most people are guilty of forming
premature general assumptions
toward a group of people but it is
both detramental to the person who
is subject to the prejudice as well as
the person making the accusation.
One example of the slow progressiveness of Murray State
University and its attitudes toward
various groups is the incident concerning the "Coming Out Day" letters received by The Murray State
News. The people who chose to write
the letters explaining the circumstances of dealing with their
homosexuality did not even feel free
to take advantage of the national
day by signing the letters. They
feared that they would be shunned
by other students, faculty and their
colleagues.
What is more disturbing is the fact
that the college students and in·
structors the writer feared are the
very ones who are supposed to be
enlightened and well-rounded people who would understand the
various types of people who make up

the world and that they should not
be judged unfairly, but instead
granted the respect of being listened
to objectively and empathetically.
"I merely stated that I was an ag
student to show that I am just
another student, and more importantly to give an example of how
homosexuals are not classed into
particular professions as many people assume they are," said the
student.
"Stereotypes are usually a false
representation of the group it
denotes." Preconceived misconceptions are a sign of ignorance as well
as backwardness to accept other
members of the society in which we
are all a part.
Another example of groups
ostracized on campus are art
students. Art m~ors are classified
as eccentrics who wear black.
Therefore when someone refers to
art majors, an image automatically
comes to mind.
No one is any different as a human
being, merely because of a choice of
major or sexual preference or any
other human characteristic, we are
all equals and we all have unique
traits because in our country we are
allowed to be individuals.

.PEEDBACR
Gratitude is shown for a successful Homecoming
To the Editor:
Homecoming this past weekend was
truly a great way to "Kick Off the 90'si"
The good Lord answered prayers for good
weather with a gorgeous fall weekend. I
can't recall a more successful or en·
joyable Homecoming!
On behalf of the Alumni Association, I
extend a warm and heartfelt thank you
to the hundreds of people acr068 the campus who made it happen.
Murray State's 58th Homecoming was
outstanding in many ways. Alli8'.ln Carr,
UCB Homecoming Chair, coordinated
one of the finest parades ever to march
down Main Street! All the UCB and SGA
members as well as the Curris Center,
Student Activities and Public Safety
staff members are to be commended for
an enjoyable, safe parade.
Tent City was an even greater success
than last year. The tremendous support
of each of the deans and colleges, Continuing Education, the atheletic department, the MSU bookstore, Interfraterni·
ty and Panhellenic Councils and school
relations made this a reality.
The Alumni All·Star Dixieland Band
Plus Some and the Racer Band certainly

News
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provided lively, er\joyable music for the
event. Thanks to the Student Alumni
A880Ciation Kiddie Corral, even our
youngest guests found a warm welcome.
Behind the scenes, dedicated MSU
staff members take care of all the details
which make Homecoming run smoothly.
A sincere thank you is extended to
Wayne Harper and Steve Richardson
and t heir capable staff members for putting Tent City 'on the map' and for making the entire campus so beautiful and
functional.
Joe Hosford and his staff, with special
thanks to Marc Schecter, provided elec·
trical support for Tent City, as wel1 as
hanging the Welcome Alumni and Go
Racer banners. Terry Steiden's staff was
immeasurably supportive with thanks to
L.C. Winchester and t he moving crew.
Bill Benriter and the Food Service Staff,
especiaUy Ter ri Benton, certainly helped
to make this Homecoming a memorable
culinary event for banquet and
Oakhurst visitors.
Student groups, in addition to those
mentioned previously did a great deal to
enhance Homecoming weekend.
Organizations, fraternities, sororities
and academic groups provided many ac-
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tivites to welcome, honor and entertain
alumni.
Student ambassadors provided
noteworthy hospitality and assistance.
The cheerleaders and Dunker, Racer I
and crew, MSU choral groups and the
MSU ROTC unit contributed significantly to the weekend. We also appreciate
the efforts of our MSU football team.
Special congratulation.a are in order for
1990 Homecoming Queen Kate Stephens
and her lovely court.
Thanks are certainty in order to President Ron Kurth and his delightful wife
Charlene for their warm hospitality at
Oakhurst. Our alumni and friends were
truly made to feel at home. Staff
members assisting with this event are to
be commended.
All the planning, all the activities are
in vain without proper publicity. The
MSU . Information Services Office pro·
vides consistently outstanding help
throughout the planning and programm·
ing facets of Homecoming in 'getting the
word out,' as well as providing critical
photographic support.
Thanks are in order also to to the staffs
of Publications and Printing and to the
MSU post office for their assistance and

Viewpoint Edito1'. .....Mnrinnna Alexander
GraphicS Edlto r .........." ....... Hob Wilker ..on
('opy Editor............................Gnil Harri~on
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Reviewe r •......•..........................•..Jon Futn•ll
Busines:i Ma nager............•.Janet Bratchf'r
Ad ~ales Manager.............- ..... Amy Hick.l>

support in providing information to our
alumni.
A special thanks is extended to Linda
Pierce for her attractive 'Kick Off the
90's' Homecoming brochure design. And
most certainly, The Murray State News
is deserving of condemnation for the
outstanding Homecoming edition of this
newspaper.
There is no way to adequately thank
all involved in the success of Homecom·
ing '90. Adequate thanks are especially
difficult for members of the alumni office
staff. Patti Jones, Brenda Hart and Betty Warner went far beyond the call of du·
ty to give their very best efforts to this
occaasion.
On behalf of'all alumni who benefitted
from the diligent, effective efforts by
students, staff and faculty to make this a
memorable and er\joyable Homecoming,
I say "Thanks!" and extend congratulations for a job well done. The kind of
cooperation and support from everyone
involved in Homecoming '90 truly
makes Murray State a unique and
wonderful place.
Donna R. Herndon
Executive Secretary/l'reasurer
MSU Alumni Association

Ad Production 1\lanager...............•. Larl~su
Wnrdcincr
Classifi('d Mnnager........Lnura Dought>rty
Systemto Managers...................Cyrus Af1.all
Scott f1eming

Graduate Assistanb ..........AIIyson Hubble
~

Tonnya Kennedy
Willie Thomasst•e
~
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Student' urges Americans to use
right to vote in election Tuesday
America is quickly approaching another election
day, when millions of people
will have the opportunity to go
to the polls and cast their
ballots for the candidates of
t heir choice.
Unfortunately, many voters
do not pay close attention to
the issues surrounding our
candidates and tend to
overlook the candidates' poei·
tions on 1uch issues.
We, as Americans, have
become bogged down, if you
will, with something I call,
"party voting," where many
voters simply go to the polls
and vote according to political
parties , namely the
Democratic and Republican
tickets. However, there is
more than meets the eye when
it comes to casting one's vote,
than subscribing to a par·
ticular political philosophy.
ResPonsibility is the key. In
the political arena, such a task
rests upon the shoulders of,
not only the elected officials,
but upon the voters, as well.
We should take more time
to address the issues facing
our nation and its people, and
vote accordingly to what we
believe is right and just. We
should not upon entering the

Eric
Welker

voter's booth, say, "Well, I'm a
registered Democrat and I've
voted Democrat all my life, so
I'll just vote Democrat again."
No, no, a thousand times,
no. We must become "students
of the game" and study t he
issues affecting our society.
However, responsibilit y
should not, and must not, end
when we leave the voting
booth. A continuous line of
communication must be left.
open between those elected
and their constituents.
If we agree or disagree with
the way our representatives,
senators and other elected officials are handling certain
topics, it is again, our respon·
sibility to voice our opinions
and our views. We put them
into office, therefore, they
serve us and need to hear from
us.
Of course, those in office
should accept such responsibility, too. Yet, it seems by

of America and meet the immany actions in government,
this is easier said than done. . portant issues head-on, instead of avoiding them.
Remember t hat they have a
responsibility to us, as the
We are the watchdogs of
government and voting is the
American public, to their office, their country and to God.
best checks and balance
system of them all.
We hear t he arguments and
1n 1965, President Lyndon
quips coming down from atop
B. Johnson said, "We have
Capitol Hill, such as, "You
been awakened to justice by
scratch my back, and I'll
scratch your's." In such haste . t he sounds of songs and sermons, speeches and peaceful
and determination to make
demonstrations. But the
names for themselves and to
noiseless, secret vote will
receive power and backing
thunder forth a hundred times
they so desperatly need, some
more loudly."
compromise their ethics,
values and tend to forget
The right to vote is an
about the American people.
awesome power; a power
which can be either construcIt may appear as ifl have no
tive or destructive. Such
faith or trust in our political
power can not be used irsystem. On the contrary, I tru·
responsibly, for if it is, the
ly believe in our government
future of this great nation
and its role in our lives.
could be one of complete and
I simply feel that some ofutter chaos.
ficials do not stand fll'mly on
Eric Walker is a j ournalism
certain issues and side-step
mqjor and criminal j ustice
the other ones to gain a
minor. A native ofNortonville,
reputation or to please soWalker is a junior at Murray
meone other than those in
State
University, who said he
their representative districts.
.feels compelled by the fact that
Let's get the politics out of
people do not take their right to
politics. Let's stop the "undervote seriously enough .
the-table'' dealings in govern·
Americans no longer feel it to
ment and make sure our
be a privilege to vote nor do
political representatives con·
they feel their vote counts, he
centrate on serving the people • said.

,...

Editor in chief
offers apology
for late issue
As editor in chief of The Murray State Newa, I would like to
take up a little bit of space in
t his week's issue to appologize
for last week's Homecoming
issue being late.
Last week was the first time
this school year that we attemp.:
ted to use color, and it seems
that we threw the University
printing services for a loop.
The staff of The Murray State
Newa worked extraordinarly
hard to meet deadline and make
the Homecoming issue a special
one for st udents, facnlty, staff
and alumni. We were very
disappointed to learn that
things bad gone wrong during
printing and it would not be
ready for distribution early Friday morning.
Apparently we were not t he
only ones disappointed, and for
that we are truly sorry.
The newsroom was flooded
with calls Friday morning from
students, faculty and staff all
over campus who wanted to
know what happened to the
newspaper and when it would
be ready.
I would like to express my
special thanks to those, like Dr.
Booth for example, who, despite
the inconvenience of the paper's
being late, went out of their
way to compliment us on the
issue and say that it was worth
the wait.

I
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10 % OFF ANY PURCHASE
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''In the Service of God and Man''
Allied Health
Professionals &
Administrators
Plan a future that soars. Take
your science-related degree into the
Air Force, and become an officer in the
Biomedical Sciences Corps. You'll learn
more, you 'll grow faster - you' D work with
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n eeded.
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Force.
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International enrollment
increases at MSU for fall
By JANEEN MIRACLE
Staff Writer ·

This fall Murray State's iriter·
national student enrollment in·
creased by 43.

'These students take a
place on the map and
make it real, living and
vibrant'
-Jackson

Ruth Jackson, international
student advisor, gives credit for
the enrollment increase to Mur·
ray State's faculty and students national barbecue and ball, and
as well as to the community of the night before graduation
there is an in ternational
Murray.
awards dinner. The awards din·
" Murray is working at ner honors those international
building a good reputation. students who worked hard to
Students know that they have a teach other people, especially
commitment from the Universi- elementary and secondary
ty for their international school children, about their
country.
study," Jackson said.
Part of this commitment in·
eludes making international
students feel welcome. Murray
State provides transportation
for international students from
the Paducah and Nashville air·
ports at the beginning of the fall
semester.

''These students take a place
on the map and make it real
living and vibrant," Jackso~
said. "The awards dinner lets
us show appreciation for what
they have done."

graduate student from Taiwan,
likes the atmosphere at Murray
State.
"This is a perfect place for
study, especially for your
master's degree, because it is
qui~ and small," said Hsin.

For your out of town visitors .. .

'&~

CViuguid
GJ-eouse

$ed & $reakfas,_
603 Mein Sl
George & Karen Chapman. hosts

Hsin studied at Columbia
University in Missouri befol'e
coming to Murray State. She is
now an assistant in the CPI office and designs brochures to attract students here to study
abroad.
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Another student, Sin Quan
Oon from Malaysia, is also en·
joying his time at Murray State.
A junior finance major, he was
attracted to Murray State at
t'ir1lt by its low tuition, when
compared with other schools.

'1111VE til STYlE" SWHPSTAKES.

IMtionll prizu. Nothing ID lluy.
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The Episcopal Church
welcomes you.
Regardless of race, creed,
color or the n1nnber
of tlnxs you've been bmn.

-....

*Aluminum Cans
*Newspapers

Whether you've been born onco or bom agatn.
the Episcopal Church lnv1tes you
to come and jobl. ua in the
fellowab.tp and worah1p of Jeaua Chrtst.

1be EpUcopal Church

*and other
recyclable items
$$

753-5470
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"People here are very willing
to help. You can't find this in a
big university," said Hsin. "I
like this campus very much the people, professors and the
environment."

Although Murray State does
try to recruit international
"This makes it easier for stud ents by advert ising,
students to get in and out of J ackson said that personal conMurray and gives them a sense tact has been a more important
"After I came here, I thought
factor in attracting students to
of connection," J ackson said.
it was a nice place to study, and
the University.
Other factors contributing to
the people are nice,'' S$id Oon.
the increase are activities
"International students feel
Murray State will not know if
geared toward international appreciated in a way they never
students. For example, the Mur- have before," said Jackson. the increase is p'ermanent until
ray Rotary Club just purchased "It'& always more exciting to go next semester, but reccuiters
are counting on Murray's good
flags of different countries where someone wants you."
'
around the world to hang in the
Also giving support is the Stu- standing.
Center for International Pro- dent Government Aasociation,
:'The one reputation we have
grams' office.
which helps fund the interna- going for us is friendlineas,"
tional buffet in March.
said Jackson. "The faculty and
Also, at the beginning of the
Yuling Hain, an international student body are welcoming."
fall semester there is an inter·

,

are equal -to ~ollars
$ .$
in your pocke·t.
Pick them up and pad your
pocketbo9k or wallet
'A public service announcement
from the

MS U Interfraternity Council
/ :--- ...
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St. John's EpJscopal Church
1620 W. Main St.
Holy Euchartst 8 a.m . & 10:30 a .m. Sundays
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CALENDAR
Nov.~

Friday

Last day. Last day to drop a fullsemester course with a "WP" or
"WE." Drop processing continues
on the fu-st floor of Sparks Hall.
Interviews. Ciba Geigy of Mcln·
tosh, Ala., will interview
chemistry majors for opportunities with a company that
manufacLures specialty
chemicals.
Horse show. The Murray State
University Horseman's Club will
sponsor a horse show at 5:30p.m.
Friday and 9:30 a.m. Saturday
and Sunday at the West Ken·
tucky Livestock and Exposition
Center. Admiseion is free.

Nov. 4

Sunday

Deadline. For submitting items
for the "Circle of Care" package
drive at area locations including
the MSU Bookstore, Wal-Mart,
K-Mart, Storey's, Owen's, Piggly
Wiggly and Kroger. The project is
sponsored by Student Alumni
Association, Student Government
Association, Red Cross and the
Murray Ledger and Times.

Monday

Noy.S

Interviews. Professional Safety
and Health of St. Louis, Mo., for
occupational safety and health
ml\)ors for environmental assess-

.

-

ment positions.
Concert. The Quad State Choral
Festival will be at 7 p.m. in the
Curris Center ballroom. Admission is free.
Art exhibit. An exhibition of
photographs by advanced
photography students Will be on
display in the Curris Center
gallery. Admission is free.
NewsMakers. "As the Ribbons
Fade," a special NewsMakers
will feature family members of
soldiers in the Middle East. The
program will air on MSU-TV 11
at 6:05 and 10:05 p.m. The program is produced and sponsored
by MSU-TV 11.

Last day. Last day to drop a
second-half semester course with
a "W." Last day to change a
second-half semester course from
"credit" to "audit." Drop processing continues on the first floor of
Sparks Hall.
Nov. a

Thureday

Interviews. Martin-Marietta
Energy Syatems of Oak Ridge,
Tenn.. for chemistry, engineering
physics and computer science

Nov. &

Wednesday

Concert. Murray Civic Music
Association will present "Ensemble A Vent" at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Admission is by
membership in the MCMA or student ID.

MeetinJ. Aasociation for
Childhood Education International will meet in room 341 of
the Special Education Building at
4 p.m. All officers and members
are encoural{ed to attend.

Nov. 7

Interviews. Admintistrative Office of the Courts for a co-op for
junior and senior social work or
criminal justice majors.

Meetin1 Alpha Sigma Lambda
honorary will meet at 3:30p.m. in
the Ohio Room of the Curris
Center. Vi Miller, dean of continuing education, will discuss
honor organizations and the adult
student at this open meeting.

Movie. "Young Guns II" at 3:30,
7 and 9:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center theatre. Admission is $1

at the

Wesley Foundation

.... .
•1.10

.............

located next to Mason Hall

......................~
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and receive 5 seSIIons for S10
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Ro//erblade
.
0000s
Skates
In stock now!

Rasche Cycle Co.
713 Kentucky Ave.
Paducah, Ky. 42003
(502)-443~5167

attend an informational meeting
on
Monday, Nov. 12

at
8p.m.
in the Curris Center Theatre

-Minimum Requirements
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15 semester hours of
college course work
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If you are interested in becoming a
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901 Coldwater Road, Murray

Concert. All-American concert
will be performed by members of
Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Iota at 6:45 p.m. in the Annex
Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Admiuion is free.

Interviews. Bacons/Roots, mercantile stores of Louisville, for
business degrees and fashion
merchandising for department
manager and buyer trainee
positions.
Recital. American Music Faculty
Recital at 8 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Admission is free.

•1.10

Wednesday
Lun<.:heon

for the matinee and $1.50 for
students with m and $2.60
without for the evening shows.

mejora.

Tuesday
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POLICE
BEAT
Oct . 29
1:02 p.m.- A complaint
was made of a subject
preaching between
Elizabeth and Franklin
Halls. An officer
monitored him, but be
was not excessively loud.

3:44 p.m.- Jim Gilles
registered as a visitor on
campus then was returned to Elizabeth Hall to
preach.
4:23 p.m.- Someone
reported threats being
made where the minister
was preaching in front of
Elizabeth Hall. Officers
were dispatched as a
precaution.
· 10:15 p.m.- A male was
reported causing a disturbance on the eighth floor
of Hester Hall.
Oct. 26
12:06 a.m.- An intoxicated pe r son was
reported in the vicinity of
Wilson Hall. An officer
approached the individual. He was not
intoxicated.
12: 0 8 a.m.- T he
F ranklin H all guar d
reported girls yelling outside the dorm.
12:09 a.m.· A possible
fight was reported on the
southeast side of Richmond Hall.

......

Information for Police
Beat was gathered and
compiled by Melanie
Bucklin, Msistant news
editor, from materials
available to the public
from the public safety
office.

Arachnophobia

1:30 p.m 7:05
3:30 m. 9:00

...--~••

EVANGELIST
Continued from Page 1
He then began to talk about
When one student yelled
"F-k you•· from the crowd,
the women on campus.
Gilles told him that be refused
"I would and do have more
to
satisfy his sexual desires and
respect for a professional proquestioned the student if he was
stitute than some of the
a homosexual.
amateur strumpets on this cam·
When Gilles was asked if he
pus who give t heir bodies away
free to whomever, wherever, had ever sinned he said he had
sinned only 20 or 30 t imes since
however," he said.
he had become a Christian.
Gilles then told where he felt
these women came from .
He also claimed to be a saint
"The biggest m&,Jority of lusty and at one point began marhussies on this campus can be ching in place and singing
''When the saints go marching
found in the sororities. It is well
known and you know as well as m.
brother Jim, that sororities are
When one student approached
nothing more than hotbeds of Gilles and asked if he could
fornication," he said.
shake his hand, Gilles said "on·
Gilles said be had traveled to ly if you don't masturbate."
243 campuses in 42 states over
At one point when Gilles saw
the past nine years.
a male student Wltb a cigarette
Based upon his visits to these in his mouth he said ' 'Any man
campuses he listed what he felt that would put a cigarette in his
were the top five worst frater· mouth would put anything in
his mouth."
nities in the nation MSU
fraternities listed were Tau
Throughout the afternoon
Kappa Epsilon, which was first, Gilles fielded many questions
and Pi Kappa Alpha, which and insuJts from the crowd,
placed rtfth.
most of which were screamed or
Gilles stated what he felt was yelled as other students were
the oldest line given to girls yelling their comments to him.
The crowd grew larger the
who are thinking of becoming
longer Gilles stayed, and it con·
fraternity little sisters or pledg·
Photo by REBECCA COGAN
stantly hammered him for coning a sorority.
Jim
Gilles
of
Evansville,
Ind.,
spoke
to
MSU
students about cor"Join a sorority or little demning and judging them.
ruption
on
college
campuses
earlier
this
week.
Gilles preached
sisterhood to help better camBrian Clardy, a graduate stu- outside of Elizabeth Hall.
pus society," he said.
dent of public administration,
He t hen followed with his said he disagreed with what
from Sacra mento, said she as to what fraternities were
opinion.
Gilles was addressing.
disagreed with the way Gilles about.
"What a lie. They don't want
"1 consider myself a born
"Its known that every fraterbad handled himself.
you girls to join their sororities again Christian but I seriously
nity
is based on religious beliefs
"l don't think anybody should
or little sisterhoods to help bet- question his motives. Jesus
and Christian beliefs. Apanything
at
anybody.
1
scream
ter campus society. All they warned us that there would be
parently the man doesn't know
want from you girls is to get in- anti-Christs and false prophets ·think that you should show a nything he's talking about. He
them
the
love
in
your
life
about
to your pants and de-virginize arising among us. He has not
is just stereotyping. I think if he
Christ," she said.
you. That is of course if you preached one doctrine on social
wouJd just take a little time and
haven't been already," he said. justice and that's what Jesus'
Richard Lackie, a senior study up a little bit and quit tryGilles said the liberal arts ministry was all about," he biology major from Cleveland, ing to be a radical, maybe he
Tenn., and vice president of Pi will get somebody to listen to
department at Murray State said.
Sarah Barnett, a sophomore
Kappa Alpha fraternity, said he him and not yell at him," he
was infested with punk rockers
elementary education major
thought Gilles was misinformed said.
and homosexuals.
0
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Parade plus kicked off Homecoming 1990
I

Photo by JOHN BERNING

Coming home,
clowning around
A parade , complete with
clowns, Racer One, bands and
President Ronald J . Kurth with
wife Charlene marked
Homecoming 1990.
In other Homecoming
festivities , Kate Stephens, a
senior English major from
Marion, Ill .. was crowned
HomPcommg Queen before the
Racer football game.
A beautiful day and many
festive events brought hun·
dreds of alumni to Murray
State, and plans already ure
underway for Homecoming
1991.
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Students stereotype others
based on their majors, looks
tion major from Southern II·
linois,
said she doesn't think
Staff Writer
that people are really
Webster's Dictionary defines stereotyped, however their aca stereotype as being an un- tions and dress are usually a
varying form or pattern; fixed key to figuring out a person's
or conventional expression, no- likes and dislikes.
tion, character, mental pattern,
"You can pick art majors out
etc., having no individuality, as of a crowd pretty easily by the
though cast from a mold.
way they dress and stuff," she
People said they stereotype said.
other people everyday for many
Eugene Rowlett, a sophomore
different reasons including how history major from Fulton, said
a person may dress, the way it is hard not to stereotype peothey act, by the people they ple sometimes.
hang out with or even by their
"I don't favor stereotypes, but
chosen major in college.
everytime someone who dresses
"It's typical for people to a little odd walks by someone
stereotype," said Kim Smith, a always refers to them as an art
junior elementary education major," he said.
major from Sikeston, Mo.
Education majors, physical
Dan Carden, a sophomore education majors, accounting
clinical psychology major from majors and just about any major
Paducah, said he believes will be stereotyped at some time
stereotypes are a negative part or another. Kevin Gibbs, a
of today's society that should be sophomore physical education
done away with in order to be major from Washington Court
able to see things or people for House, Ohio, said many people
what they are.
think his major is an easy one
"Stereotypes are what you with not much work to do.
would call blanket statements
"Actually, there is a lot of
or generalizations. They are not hard work involved,'' he said.
positive. I ' ve only heard
"Some people think accounnegative connotations with tants are nerds and wear
stereotypes," he said.
glasses and business attire all
"I don't like stereotypes, but I the time,'' said Teresa Reed, a
find myself doing it all the sophomore accounting major
time," said Jeremy Bland, a from Bardstown.
sophomore journalism major
"However, I know I'm not
from Louisville.
that way and most of the people
"Art ~ors are usually the in the accounting department
easiest for people to pick on aren't that way either,'' she
when it comes to stereotyping," said.
Kim Smith said.
Rob Pooser, a senior accoun·
Tamra Smith, a junior educa· ting major from Lewisport, said
By LORI SHAIN

I

most people think of accountants as people who sit in a back
office somewhere crunching
numbers and doing paperwork
all day.
"Obviously these people don't
understand what it is all about.
A lot of accountants offer services that don't require them to
sit behind a desk. Accounting is
a diverse field that offers a wide
variety of jobs,'' he said.
Kim Smith said male nursing
majors also get stereotyped on
campus a lot.
" That's their pret·ogative
though . They sh ould do
whatever they want to do.
Someday the male nurse may
be helping the person that
stereotyped them in the first
place," she said.
David Townsend, a freshman
undeclared major from
Louisville, said many times the
way a person is stereotyped is
not at all similar to how the per·
son is in reality.
"I know a lot of art majors or
people who would consider
nerds that are really nice
guys," he said.
"Stereotyping shouldn't be
done because most of the time it
isn't true. It doesn't matter
what anyone else thinks, just be
what makes you happy," he
said.
"If you limit your perceptions
to what you see in a stereotype,
you can hurt people un·
necessarily. You should accept
reality for what it is,'' Carden
said.

'
llluatrallon by MARK ADAMS
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Love, hate relationships
d~velop with suitemates
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

When students come to college, many say they hope to
have people near them who
they can count on and share
secrets. Sometimes this bondful
relationship with suitemates
happens, and sometimes it does
not.
Murray State University is no
exception.
Holly Kendall, a sophomore
biology major from Ashland
who lives in White Hall, said
she and her suitemates are good
friends.
"They are really good.
They've been my auitemates for
two years and I trust them,"
Kendall said.
Kendall said her suitemates,
Anne Tully and Kate
Kelleman. are caring and very
supportive of her.
Kendall said the joint
bathroom does not present a
problem because they have an
understood schedule. They all
have different class times and
do not need the bathroom at the
same time.
Kim Hancock. a junior
radio / TV major from
Hopkinsville, has lived in
Regents Hall for two semesters.
Hancock said she iJa good friends
with her suitemates.
"There is a lot of warfare go·
ing on with suitemates. Lucki·
ly, I get along with mine," Han·
cock said.
Hancock said they have much

in common and have the same
values. "We even think alike,"
she said.
Hancock said they try to
spend a lot of time together
when their schedules permit.
"What little time we spend
together, we try to make the
most of it," she said.
Hancock said so far, there
have been no arguments among
them because they have a silent
agreement.
"My suitemate takes a bath
at night, while I do mine in the
morning," Hancock said. "She
cleans certain parts in the
bathroom, and I clean the other
part."

Kenny Carter, a sophomore
accounting major from Carmi,
Dl., said he lives in Franklin
Hall and he has talked to his
suitemates only twice.
"I don't see them that often
but we get along," Carter said.
Carter said they have no
rules, and there has been no
conflict. "We just kind of take
care of it," he said.
However, Carter said there is
one thing that annoys him.
"Sometimes they play their
music a little bit too loud, but
not too often," he said.
Shannon Kendall, a freshman
political science and criminal
justice major from Owensboro,
lives in Springer and said she
and her suitemates are good
friends.
"It's really weird. My room·
mate and I are from Owensboro
and my suitemates are from

into
State 9{f.ws

Mayfield," Kendall said. "It's
really weird. We have the same
interests."
She said their rooms are
always open. The suitemates
can go into her room and she
can go into their room.
"Being my freshman year,
they've made it really easy for
me. Just knowing that you have
someone to talk to and you're
not by yourself has made it real·
ly easy," she said.
If it was not for her
suitemates, she would probably
go crazy, she said.
However, Robert Cathey, a
senior criminal justice major
from Paducah, said he almost
went crazy because of the
suitemates he has had in two
years.
"In the past two years, I've
had really bad suitemates,"
Cathey said. "They were really
dirty. They never cleaned up
their rooms. There were roaches
everywhere."
Cathey, who lives in Hart
Hall, said his past suitemates
were filthy. "There was this
foul odor coming from the
bathroom under the vents into
my room from their room."
But Cathey said he is happy
now. His suitemate this
semester was his roommate
from last year.
"He is neat, When my room
was nasty, he would clean it
up," Cathey said.
"Everything is fine and dandy
compared to the past two
years," Cathey said.

~f£Sf{19r{f£S
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Students shOuld prepare
cars for winter problems

State News
...The
_..._ Murray
..........
........ ·- -·.........-.a~

~~~.

The dead of winter arrives at
Murray State University between Sept . 30 and Christmas
break. Are you and your car
prepared?
Heidi Murrell, secretary of
the business office of the department of public safety, said t he
frrst thing students should do in
case of a stall is to push t he car
out of traffic.
' 'Then students should call
Public Safety and file a disabled
vehicle report. This gives the
student 24 hours to move the
car if it is in the wrong zone,''
Murrell said.
Murrell said any tickets
issued to a student during the
time covered by the report
should be brought to the public
safety department to be voided.
"The department is not allowed to jump start cars because it
interferes with the police radios
and it t a kes too long to unhook
in case of an emergency," Murrell said.
State police Lt. Tom Finck
said travelers should keep the
gas tank full and keep extra
clothes and blankets in t he
trunk.
"In case of a flat leave the
engine running," Finck said.
R an d y H ollings w or th,
mechanic at 641 Super Shell

Winter Car Care Checklist-,-H&·

"

"

Uncle Jefrs
Shopping Center
Murray
753-4582

For the look
in watch

out
.......

for!

753-3333

Anniversary Sale
"

Lowest Price This Year
'10 will hold 'til Christmas

.........

lHI IIGEII ULTIW.OCIC•
..... CMrtoc:b ......................

Graphic by ROB WH.KERSON

Two Murray State University
women were recognized at the
National Residence Hall
Honorary banquet last spring
for their contr ibutions to
residence hall life at MSU.
Miche l e Eldridge , a
sophomore political science major from Kodiak, Alaska, received the award for outstanding
residence hall leader. At the
time of this award Eldridge was
the vice president of the Hester
Hall council.
Schumer, who received her
"I tried to do the best job that
I could," Eldridge said. "I am bachelor's of arts and master's
trying to be a politician so i in education, said she hires all
made my!'!elfwell known. I talk- of the resident advisors and
supervises their programs.
ed to everyone."
"I enjoy working with the
' '1 am an older student and I
saw residence hall life as it is in students," Schumer said. "It's

Brenda's
Beauty
Salon

JOI,OA.IX'

31st

Service in Murray, said during
cold weather short trips should
be avoided, but if one is
necessary, let the engine r un
about 10 minutes to let t he battery charge.
Jerry J ackson, mechanic at
J ackson's Amoco in Puryear,

FREE

''Right now I am working on
expanding food services by adding a deli in White Hall,"
Schumer said. "I am also working on the fact that the
members of the Residence Hall
Association were never
compensated."
"I also worked on keeping
Sparks Hall open during nooon
through 1 p.m. time period,"
Schumer said.
"l helped students realize who
they are and what they are,"
Schumer said. "So much of
their education takes place outside the class room and the
residence halls are a part of
that education."

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
or,.,..,....

EvelY Student Ia Eltglble for Some ~of
Fln~~nc:lal Aid Reprd.... of Gt.dn
Income.

• Many acholarahlpaare gtwn to atudentl baHct on their academic lntafHte,
carMr plana. ftmlly herttAige and place of ,..ldence.
• There•• money evaHele tor ltudanlll who t1.we been , . . . . . . , cerrtera,
elerb, cheer1eadera, ~ .•• .rc.

vrocerv

• AHUIII GUAAANT££D.

CALL
ANYTIME
.. ..._,.

.,~

. . . . CMrtDc:b ............ 1/2.
...... CMrloc:U .... Olllellllnd cutin

said running the air condit ioner
about once a month keeps it
ready for summer.
The oil and t ransmission
fluids can lead to trouble if they
are not watched and an octane
treatment for the gas tank will
·help control sweating.

nice to go to a housing con·
ference and see that we are
a head of other students."

1'· 800-542·5174

I'

Tanning Hut 6 Beach Shoppe

Dixieland Shopping Center

the movies," she said. "But,
here everyone locks their
doors."
"It is like living in an apartment building," Eldridge said.
"I would like to see more
unity."
Linda Schumer, program
coordinator for the housing office at MSU, received the
Southeastern Association of
Housing Officers service award.
She was chosen out of out of 10
states and about 200
institutions.

Staff Writer

-·

Murray's full
•
service tanning
salon
_ _.

MSU women receive awards
from--~residence hall honorary
By HANK DREW

•ct__

~~ ·

By TIFFANY DEVINE
Reporter
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Discount Shoes
16th & Main
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Ladies'
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Leather

$36 . 95

Men's
Canvas

$29.95

Men's
Leather
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EASTLAND
LADIES' $3 2. 95
MEN'S
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Birds of a feather flock together

r-------------------------------------------~------1

~los

by JOHN BERNING

Cathy Mix Robinson exhJblted " Carved and Painted Functional Work, Realistic Songbtrds,
Pewter Belt Buckles and Uds" Oct. 8-21 at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. She used moatty
basswood and maple to carve songbirds, chairs and boxes.

Professor's life marked with love of music
By KRISTIE HELMS

drawbacks, Bates said.
"My husband is an artist and
has a studio here. One of our
For some people, such as Kay which I think is magic. '
fears in moving to Murray was
Gardner Bates, associate pro- Bates that
we would get lost from the
fessor of music at Murray State
field of art. But with com·
University, a love for music
comes naturally and Increases band's. He makes a pot and it's munication the way it is today,
there for eternity. I sing and that hasn't really happened,"
through the years.
"I've been singing since the that sound comes out and is she said.
received by your or the auday I was born," Bates said.
Since she has been at Murray
ear and then it's a
"By the time I was three, I dience's
State, Bates has learned to love
memory.
was singing solo in church," she
teaching and her students, she
"It's gone and doesn't exist said.
said. "When I was seven or
eight, my parents took me anymore. So, really it's the
"Originally we were just goaround to all the little churches thrill of that moment that is the ing to stay here about four
and I just loved singing and be· excitment for me," she said.
years, but I found out l love
ing the center of attention."
Although Bates sang profes- teaching," Bates said.
"When we'd go to the park for sionaly, she wanted to give
"1 love the kids here, they're
a picnic, I'd find a table and more of her time to her family . very unsophisticated, which I
stand up on top of it and sing
''It is very difficult to sing pro- like. They give back a great
until I had 30 or 40 people fessionaly and have a family deal," she said.
around me," she said. "Also, I when you're in opera," she said.
Students here are more eager
picked cotton a lot when I was "A career has to take 100 perto
learn than students from
kid and I would just sing while I cent of your energies and I
larger
universities, Bates said.
was picking cotton."
didn't know that until I was in"The
kids I taught in Penn·
Although Bates loved singing, to it. Had I known all of that,
she did not become interested in the family thing would have sylvania were a little too cool,
opera until she was a teenager. come much later, but you can't they didn't have the innocence
that kids around here still
"I had the chance to attend an back track."
have," she said. "They're much
opera camp when I was 16 and
Bates had never considered more fresh and eager to learn
once I was onstage, and singing,
it was just an absolute joy," she teaching as a career, but decid- and that's a real joy for me."
ed to apply to five schools that
said.
Bates, a mezzo-soprano, will
" Singing opera is just fit the needs of her and her hus- be helping the Playhouse in the
everything, you get to play band. Murray State was the on- Park earn money for a new
character, be onstage, relate ly interview she decided to take. piano by singing in a benefit
with other characters, sing and
"I wanted a small town to performance Nov. 3 and 4 at 8
keep up with what the or- raise the kids in, and I am also p.m. at the Playhouse.
Photo furnished by PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK
chestra is doing all at the same partial to small colleges," she
"It's a live performance which
time," Bates said. "It's the said. "At a small school, you I think is magic. There is an at- Kay Gardner Bates, right, will be performing with pianist Marie
ultimate challenge for the know everybody and they're mosphere in a theater that just Taylor at a Playhouse In the Park benefit performance Nov. 3 and
singer."
part of your life. It's just a more touches you," Bates said.
4 at 8 p.m.
Live performances provide rewarding experience as
She will be appearing with
The group will be presenting scheduled a comedy set.
the excitement of singing for faculty."
Marie Taylor, a pianist, Chuck songs from the '30s and '40s, in·
Ticket prices are $7 for adults,
her, Bates said.
Living in a small town can
''I compare my art to my hus- possibly also h a ve ita Simons, a drummer, and Tom eluding pieces by George Ger· $6 for senior citizens anli $5 for
Lonardo, a bUIIiat.
shwin, a blues medley and has studenie and children.
Assistant Campus Ufe Editor

'It's alive performance
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.MSU helps area college
raise funds with dance

Director, writer offers tips
about theater to students
By AMY HELM
Statf Writer

Larry Brand, a native of Los
Angeles, came to Murray
State University last week to
show theater students what it
is like to work with an accomplished film director and
screen writer.
As a guest artist at MSU,
Brand worked with friend and
collaborator Becky Reynolds
in her acting techniques class
for stage. He also worked with
Mark Malinauskas and Janet
. Kenney and was the guest of
Newsmakers and Sock-nBuskin Theater Club.
Reynolds, guest artist in
theater for 1990-91 said it is
important for the students to
work with acting professionals. "Larry and I have
written two filins together,"
she said. Before I moved here
from Los Angeles, we were
• neighbors. Now we talk over
our computers."
Brand bas written five
movies that have been produced. They are Backfire,
Overexposed, The Drifter, A
Sunday Drive and Masque of
the Red Death.
Brand said that ideas for
films can be inspired by
anything. "I came up with the
idea for A Sunday Driue, a

Larry Brand
Disney Sunday movie, at a
party. One of my friends men·
tioned an article about two
identical cars switched in a
parking lot. I was able to
develop a storyline using that
idea. Backfire orginated from
a conversation with Becky,"
he said.
Brand received a bachelor's
of science in psychology from
the City College of New York.
Brand said as a child, be was
more interested in science.
When be got out of college, he
decided to go into something
related to liberal arts.
Upon graduation from college, he went to live in Los
Angeles after spending some

...

Assistant Campus Life Editor

time in Europe. He began
writing in his mid-20s, but it
was later before be became
successful. He said that he
has gone years with eating
hotdogs and spaghetti
because it's extremely competitive and difficult to make
movies for a living.
"In order to make money,
you have to really care about
your work. It's always best to
get in the film business
because you love to write, not
because you love to sell."
Brand said.
Brand said that the art of
becoming successful lies
mainly with past experience.
He got into an acting
workshop for film actors and
filin techniques.
"It is necessary to get involved in any kind of student
fllms while in college. Performance for camera is important. If you are successful, you
will end up in Los Angeles or
New York City," he said.
He said the future of the
film industry looks bright.
"When the economy is in a
questionable state, the film
industry always flourishes.
With the advent of home
video and cable, many more
oulets are available for
writers. Now is a good time to
be a film maker," Brand said.

~
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By AMY LEAR
Members of the Murray State
Dance Company will participate in a fundrasier for
Paducah Community College
Nov. 15.
Rosemary Fletcher, artistic
director for the Murray State
Dance Company, will perform a
water dance with six members
of the company. Roy Haynes,
assistant artistic director, will
perform to Peter Gunn's theme
"The Art of Noise" with more
than 20 dancers in the opening
number.
Natalie Black, a senior
biology major from Paducah, is
performing a jazz dance with
four other dancers. Black along
with Julie Wood, a former Murray State student, will do a tap
dance number choreographed
by Wood.
"They called us because they
had heard we were a strong
dance company," Fletcher said.
She said that for the dance
company this was an exchange.
The company will present a concert at the college in April and
they are allowing them to use
the space, she said.
"The fundraiser is for nongovernmental support for the
college," David Brown, promotional director for the event,
said.
"The money is put where it is
needed,'' be said. "If a program

'They called us
because they had
heard we were a
strong dance
company.'
-F)etcher
needs money to survive or
equipment to reach the next
plateau, this is where it is
used."
The "Holiday Gala" is set up
as a big Christmas bash with
holiday decorations, food, dancing and music, Brown said.
This is the third edition of the
fundraiser which is one of three
major money makers for the college, Brown said. Last year they
tried to schedule the dance company to perform but could not
because of conflicts, he said.
The dancers will perform as
an introduction to the stage
show and at intermission,
Brown said. The event also
features a silent auction of more
than 50 items and a fashion
show sponsored by Jean's of
Paducah.
"It is a big city runway type
show with music and no commentary," be said. Brown said
they try to get the audience to
participate.
The fundraiser will begin at
6:30 p.m. at the Executive Inn
in Paducah.
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Monday - Wednesday
S~cials

"All You Can .Eat"
Foodbar ' $3.95
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Country
Italian
Oriental

~

Prairie Farms ·
Orange Juice

Potato ChIps

1 gal.

6oz.

$2.99

$1.39

Weight Watchers
Yogurt

Dell-Made
Single.Topping
Pizza

Soz.

2/$1.09

South 12th Street and Glendale
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P~lngle's

2/$5.99
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Lady Racers
need wins for
OVC crown

Media locked
out of Racers
locker room

By GREG ALLEN

The Murray State Athletic Department established its policy for
reporters of the opposite sex entering
locker rooms prior to last week's
Homecoming game with Tennessee
State.

In a decision made by Craig
Bohnert, MSU Sports Information
director, the working media was not
allowed to enter the Murray State
football locker room after Saturday's
game, because a woman reporter
would have had access to the team's
locker room.
Bohnert said the decision was made
to alJow Dana Gelin, a reporter from
The Nashvill.e Banner and the beat
writer for TSU football, "equal access" to the Racers without allowing
her into the locker room.
"This was the first time we had a
female reporter where we did not have
a formal interview room," Bohnert
said.
Bohnert said the policy was not unfair to women because men are not
allowed in the locker room eitbett.
Bohnert said the policy was made
out of fairness to the athletes.
Although the locker room was closed
for the Homecoming game with TenneSsee State, Bohnert said that the
locker room will be open for future
games if there are no women reporters
covering the game.
The athletic department's policy is
to grant pre88 <:redentiala to reporters
covering tbe game if they give three
working days notice that they will be
covering the game, Bohnert said.

Pt1o1o by TOM WHEELER

RELIEF PITCHER: AIICer quarten..ck Kevin Proctor look• to P... dur·

lng Jut s.turdey'a 23-17 loa to Tennn... State.
Proctor completed" abt peun In 1& attempts tor 88 yards and acored •
touchdown In leading the "-cen aecond-half comebeck effort.

Assistant Sports Editor
As the Lady Racer volleyball team
prepares for its final three regular·
season Ohio Valley Conference matches of the season, one thin_g will be on
the players' minds - revenge.
Tonight the Racers visit Eastern
Kentucky and Saturday they will be
playing Morehead State trying to get
themselves back into the OVC race.
The Racers are 6..3 in the OVC with
the losses coming to · Eastern:
Morehead and Austin Peay. The
Racers host Austin Peay Tuesday. ·
Eastern and Morehead have one loss
apiece and stanct atop the OVC
standings.
Eastern defeated the Racers in four
games earlier this season, while
Morehead and Austin Peay defeated
them in five games.
Racer bead coach Oscar Segovia said
the team is very optimistic about this
weekend and are working very hard on
the basics.
"I've always ta lked about ball con·
trol and how important it is for us to
have total control of our own destiny
when it comes to our serving, p888ing
and hitting," Segovia said.
''If we serve and pass well then I
think we will get those two wins that
we need to put ua back in the OVC
race," he said.
Segovia also said that it is time for
the tough schedule to pay otT. "We've
played some tough teams and we've
been tested eo many times," he said.
"It's time for us to put it all together
this weekend."
SMOVCAACE
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·s truggling Racers travel ·t o Morehead
By BECKY NAUGHTON
Reporter

I

The Racer football team will
be seeking its first conference
victory of the season Saturday
as they play the Eagles of
Morehead State University at
Morehead.
Morehead was defeated by
Ohio Valley Conference foe
Middle Tennessee State Univer·
s1ty 37-0 last weekend at Murfreesboro, Tenn., and MSU lost
a close OVC battle ,with Tennessee State University 23-17.
MOSU will feature senior
quarterback Chris Swartz who
was forced to sit out the second
half of the MTSU game after
suffering a mild concussion late
in the first half of play.
Swartz has thrown for 1,881
yards this season and leads the
conference in passing with an
average of 209 yards per game.
He is second in total offense
with 197.2 yards a game.
The Racers will also have
their hands full with two Eagle
receive1-s, Jerome Williams and
Dave Pingue, who lead the OVC
in receptions per game with 5.1
. and 5.0 catches, respectively.
Racer head coach ~like
Mahoney said his team will
have to contain the threesome
to keep them from getting the
big play~. and that MSU will
need to maintnin a disciplined
zone defense on order to apply

pressure to the Eagle's offense.
"We start blitzing all the time
and he's (Swartz) going to pick
it up," aaid Mahoney. "We've
got to be careful there eo we
don't find ourselves in a situation where alJ we're doing is
blitzing."
Racers Reggie Kennedy, Danny Amato, Tyrone Young and
Shelton Burruss occupy the top
four · slots in the cat~ gory of
OVC tackles and assists for the
Racers and Mahoney said he
believes that defense will be an
important factor in Saturday's
game:
For the Eagles, Richard Shadwick continues to lead his team
and the conference in tackles
fm· loss with 18 tackles for a
minus 76 yards.
" If we continue to play as well
on defense as we have and keep
them moving," Mahoney said,
·'then we'll give the other team
all it wantll."
Junior running back Chris
Sypho continues to be a bright
spot for the · Racers; ranking
fourth in conference kickoff
returns, averaging 23.3 yards
per return and eighth in
rushing.
Sypho led the Rnccr's offense
with 129 yards on 24 attempts
against TSU last weekend.
Mahoney said he was pleased

-......

..

with the defensive effort
against TSU but said the offense was unable to respond on
several occuions.
"They gave the offense the
ball," he said, "and we just
didn't take advantage of our opportunities offensively."
MSU defeated the Eagles last
year 27-13 and it has won two·
thirds of its games against
Morehead on the road 16-8,
but Mahoney is not overlooking
the much improved defense of
MOSU.
''One thing we've been able to
do in the past eight or 10 years
is score a lot of points on them,"
Mahoney said. " But. they're
much better on defense this
year and that's a concern of
ours since we're not scoring
much on offense."
Mahoney said the key to the
Racers' chances of winning
Saturday is to score early
against Morehead and build
confidence among the team.
"The key to the game is early
in the ball game," he said. "If
we can get ahead and build
some confidence in ourselveR we
don't give up, but it's hard
when things are ngainst us
early."
·
Saturday's match up marks
the 51st meeting between the
two teams with the Racc1·s
holding a 37- 13-1 ndvantug~
over the Engles.

Tennessee State.23, MSU 17. Middle
Tenne$$89 37, Morehead State 0.
LAST MEETING: MSU 27, Morehead State 13 (1989
at Stewart Stadium).
RECORDS :
MSU 1·7 (0-2 in OVC), Morehead
State 3-6 (1-3 in OVC).
SER I ES :
MSU leads 37-13-1.
SITE :

Morehead, KY. Jayne Stadium
(1 0,000 capacity).

KICKOFF :

12:30

QUICK
FACTS:

p.m. CST.

• MSU has outscored Morehead
247-98 over the past six years, with an
average winning margin of 41-16.
• MSU has won the past 7 meetings.
Graphic by SCOTT FLEMING
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Football

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE

Football Standings
W:l.

Overall

4-0

(8-0)

3-1
2-1
3-2
1-3

(8-1)
(5-3)
(4-4)
(3-6)

Murray State

0-3

(1-7)

Austin Peay

0-3

(0-8)

Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Morehead State

Cuch•• & Sills pre•ea•on
MalrefiMII poll

llen'aranldnp
1.Murray State
2. Middle Tennessee
3. Eastern Kentucky
4: Tennessee Tech
5. Morehead State
6. Austin Peay
7. Tennessee State

Women's r•nklnaa
1. Tennessee Tech
2. Middle Tenness
Tennessee State

4.Murray State

5. Eastern Kentucky

Rrat 1'Mm AII·OYC
Popeye Jonea, MSU
Frank Allen, MSU
Brett Roberts, MoSU
Donald Ttvta, APSU
Paul King, MSU

Tennis
Peey

Volleyball

7p.m.

Cross
Count~*

I

Golf*

Angela Moorehead, TTU

Julie ~rane. MoSU
Mitzi Rlce,Tru

6. Morehead State
7. Austin Peay

m

8l1an Binion
Frank Santorela
Bur1< Wfllll*

FOOTBALL

T...,.....State23
.._...yState17
IISU·-······-······· 3 0
MStJ. FG Duncan 47

0

0 14

TSU- Roblnaon 9 pus from
Bethea (Flournoy kick)
•
TSU· Owens 8 pus from Wade
(Fb.moy kick)
TSU- Safety
TSU· McCutcheon 92 pus
lntBroeption (Flournoy kick)
MS.U- Minnich 15 pass from
:'rodlor (OuM:.n kick)
MSU- Proctor 3 run (Duncan

INDIVIDUAL LIIADIUIS
RUSHING- Murray State,
Sypho 24-129, Flagg 11-<40, Davis
6·21 . Tennessee Stale, Reeee 1383, Moont 15-55, Bethea 5-10.
PASSINOMurray State,
Proctor 6-16-1 68, Donaldson 2-12·
1 14, Huff 1-1-0 17. Tennessee
Stale, Bethea 4·9-0 41, Wede 3-9·1

33.
RECEIVING-

Murray Sl.8te,

Mlnnk:h 2-<40, Redmon 4..:36 Proctor
1-11, Sypho 2-e.
Stale,
RobNon 3-29, Owens 2-20, Moore
1·16, Frierson 1-9.

renn.....

.....

Mfm's results at .the OVC
Cross Country Championships
In Richmond Oct 27.

l'Mmfl........
Eastem KentUcky
Morehad $tate
Murray State
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State

25
50
72

82
139
158
189

Top 10 FJnllhen
RobCoMn
Dennis Santiago
11m Menoher
Dave Hawes
Rich Shepherd
Carl Dillard
Shaun Pawsat

Flnl.....
Jim Cennak
11th
Chris Barrigar
12th
s~ Rascoe
21st
Rich Boyle
22nd
John Ackerman
23rd
J.K. Leseure
24th

26:49
26:55
27.:34
28:26
28:34
2~45

Women's results at the OVC
Cross Country Championships
In Richmond Oct. 27.
T...,:, Bnllbet
Eastem Kentucky

25

62

Murray State
Middle Tennessee

72

74

Morehead State
Austin Peay
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech

To• to

129

184

194

EJ<lJ 25:28
APSU 26:05

EJ<lJ 26:06
EKU 26:17
MoSU 26:17
MSU 26 :20
EKU 26:26

IISU
15 11 11 15
UWII
10 11 17 13
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
KILLS· Koehler 26, Doty 22,
Allen 18, McCoy 12, Price 7,
Donnelly 4, Rubio 1.
DIGS· Doty 16, Koehler 13,
McCoy 11, Allen 10, Rubio 8,
Donnelly 6, Prloe 1.
ASSISTS- Rubio 44, Donnelly
30, Koehler 3, McCoy 3, Doty 2,
Price 2.

IISU
9
11
3 11
EIU
15
8 15 15
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
KI.LS- Doty 22, Koehler 9, Allen
8, Price 8, Donnelly 7, McCoy 4 ,
Rubio 2.
DJGS.Doty 27, Koehler 19, McCoy
17, Allen 11, Rubio 11, Donnely 6,
Price 3; Bllllerd 1.

ASSISTS- Donnelly 29, Rubio
21' Allen 5, Doty 1, Price 1.

w. IM"fJhla Stat In 1M Notth
Gym0ct30.

flnllben

c.ena Wlnttrl

H. .ther Huhn
Staph CNiney
I<MN\ a.nea

Jamie Gorrell
Michele Russell
Jenny Traux
Ellie Salmons
KrlsEdwatdl

Diane DeOliveira

EKU 18:14
MSU 18:44
EKU 18:48
MTSU 18:48
EKU 18:56
MoSU 19:03
EKU 19:09

MoSU 19:14
EKU 19:16
MTSU 19:17

0111• MIU Flnllbttn
Rebeoca Mlzener
Crystal Roberson
Kendra Hedund
Ubby Suroveo

Stephanie Evana
Melody Helgerson

13th
14th
15th
18th
21 at
28th

19:41

19:51
19:53
20:15
20:43
21 :43

IISU

....u

7

4

15

11

11

3

• 15

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
KI.LS- Doty 9, Alen 8, Koehler 6,
McCoy 8 Price 2 Oomely 1.
DIGS- Doty 12, Alen 11, Koehler
11 McCoy 11 , Rubio 9, Donnelly 6.
ASSISTs- Rubio 13, Connely 9,
McCoy 3, Ballard 1, KO!thler 1.

I\:il

aou

at the Kentuc/(y lntsrcol/eglate
at the ChampiOns Goff Club
.Oct 29.

Fin..,

TMm
Kentucky

at the Eastern Illinois Classic In

OOUiftiiY

Chris sypho rushed for
129 yards on 24 carries In last week's loss to Tennesse
State.
Sypho, a junior running back from Atlanta, Ga., became
only the second Racer back In 18 games to rush for over
100 yards.

MoSU 26:28
MoSU 26:33
EJ<U 26:48

011w MAU

MSU
TSU
First Downs••••••••••••••••20
9
RusheiiYatcls.......60/135 3&'121
Passlng.....................99
74
Coq!1Att/lnt..........9/29/2 7/1811
Total offense.............234
195
Penaltlealyarda .........2/32 11/110
Puntalyardl..•........•5/144
7/St:J5
Po8188Slon tlme......34:46 25:14

RACER OF THE WEEK:

I I ..,. J

Rifle

kick)

Pholo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

Home

*No Scheduled Event

~······-····-·.. 0 ... 7
First TMm AII·OYC
Kelly Cowan, EKU
Michelle Wenning, MSU

I

Auatln

Charleston. Ill.. Oct 28-27
against Nourtheastern 1/Rndls,
Wisconsin-Milwaukee and
Eastern Illinois. The Racers
finished second to &stem
llfnols In the RO<Jnd Robin
Tournament. Raosrs Lea Ann
AJ/sn and Kim KO#Ihler were
named to th6 All-Tournament

Team.
IISU
15
18 11
NEI
8
14 11
INDIVIDUAL t.EADERS
KILLS· Allen 12, Doty 11,
Koehler 11, Price 7, McCoy 5,
Rubio 4, Donnelly 3.
DIGS- Doty 13, Koehler 10,
McCoy 9, Donnefly 8, Allen 7,
Rubio 4, Price 2, Balard 1.
ASSISTS· Rubio 20, Donnelly
18, Ballard 9, Doty 2, Allen 2,
Prtce 1, Koehler 1.

Wesllem Kentucky
Murray State
Eaatem Kentucky
Louisville
Morehead State

444
455
472
4 72
478
490

Top 11 flnlabn (Each player
played 27 holes)
Robbie Davis
lJ(
107
Alan Horwitz
lJ(
111
Bryan Baysinger v,(U
111
Chris Wilson
MSU
112
Eric Hogge
v,(U
112
Mike Brumfield
MoSU
112
Chris l..Jner
lJ(
113
Jay Davis
UL
115
Ron Poore
v,(U
115
Mike Cahill
EKU
116
Brad Kurtt
lJ(
116
DMn Mar1<1
B<U
117
Dirk Brinker
MSU
118
Joe Daly
WKlJ
118
p .J. McDougal
WKlJ
119

0111• MIU Flnllhen
Jeff Wells
Paul Clements
Jeff Sanders

122
123

124

,.

Annual 'Run for the Racers'
titles taken by Winders, King
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Bright, sunny skies and comfortable temperatures greeted
52 runners last week as they
participated in the annual Run
For The Racers.
The race is run every year the
day before Homecoming and
consists of a grueling 3.1 mile
course.
Beginning at the Carr Health
Building, the course snakes its
way around Ordway Hall,
through Cutchin Field to
Stewart Stadium, then to the
intramurals field and finally
back to Carr Health.
Chris Padgett, a graduate

six age divisions, ranging from
14 and under to 51 and over.
• - - - - - - - - - - - Padgett also said students,
assistant in the in tram urals of- faculty and alumni were eligiflee, which coordinated the ble for the event.
Lance Winders, a graduate
event, said the course is a little•
different from that of the moo- student from .Mansfield, Tenn.
thly twilight runs which are was the overall men's champion
also coordinateCI by the in- while Eva King, a secretary in
the department of sociology, antramurals office.
"Th course is very similar ex- thropology and social work,
cept that in the Homecoming took the women's overall title.
Winders and King each
run, you have to go around
Stewart Stadium twice instead received trophies for their ef·
of once," Padgett said. ''Also, in forts, while the fU'st and second
the twilight runs, the runners place finishers in each age divido not go through the in- sion received gift certificates
from Dennison.Hunt Sporting
tramurals field."
The runners were divided into Goods.

INTRAMURAlS

I

OVC RACE
Continued from Page 15
The Racers played one of its
toughest opponents Tuesday. 'We've played some
losing to Memphis State in four tough teams and
games. Memphis State is first
in the Metro Conference and we've been tested so
looked like giants compared to many times. It's time
the Racers.
for us to put it all
"I was pleased with our performance ," Segovia said. "We tog ether t h is
went out and we played well." weekend.'
Last weekend the Lady
- Segovia
Racers played in their fourth
tournament of the year. The tournament before the season is
Racers finished second and plac- over," Segovia said.
ed Lea Ann Allen and Kim
Since they have yet to win a
Koehler on the All-Tournament tournament, there is only one
Team.
tournament left to win - the
"We were all disappointed OVC tournament.
'1 keep telling myself that
because we wanted to win a

since we didn't win a tournament, maybe that will inspire
u s more t o go into the
postseason tournament and win
it again," Segovia said.
The Racers have a 14-17
record and have a good chance
to record the first winning
season in the program's history.
"I'm pleased with our record
of 14-17, becuase our kids have
done a great job of sticking
together and doing what they
need to do against these big
schools," Segovia said.
"We've played well and it's
given our ladies something to
shoot for in the OVC tournament," Segovia said.

HIGH PERCENT AGE SHOT: oonnte
Langhl, a sophomore from Gilbertsville, goes up for a
layup during practice last week.
The Racers begin their season with an exhibition
against the Australian National Team Nov. 13 at Racer
Arena.

- $1 off
ANY FOOTLONG SUB*
*With purchase of a

medium soft drink
1

508 N.

One coupon per customer per visit.
12th OfferexplresNov. S, 1990 753-1212

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WEST KENIUCKYPROPERTIES

a

Home • Farm - Commercial

m
LJ:!

StephenDurbin

AEA&.TOA•

MSU Class of '64

Pnnciple Broker

1415 B Main St.
Murra

Business: 759-1161
Home: 436-2987

ov. 7
3:30 p.m. - all tickets $1
Curris Center Theater
7 p .m. and 9:30p.m. - tickets $1.50 with MSU ID
$2.50 without MSU 10
All Times
to
Funded

10% off with this coupon Nov. 2 - Nov: 9
Open 7 days a week

,
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Golfers tie for 3rd at UK,
face new teams in Athens

Sypho becomes power
in Racer ground game
By TONY KENDALL
Reporter

There is an old saying that
behind every cloud there is a
silver lining and the same
holds true for the Racer foot·
ball team.
The team came up short
against Tennessee State
Saturday, but it wasn 't
because t hey didn't try.
Especially Chris Sypho.
Sypho, a junior college
transfer from Mississippi
Delta State had his best day
as a Racer rushing for 129
yards on 24 carries.
"It felt good to gain all
those yards, but I was begin·
ning to tire towards the
end,'' Sypho said. "But I
knew that I had to suck it up
and keep running hard
because there was no one to
spell me. It was gut-check
time.
"The game plan was to
come and run at them, but I
didn't expect to handle the
ball as·much as I did," Sypho
said. "They kept calling my
number and I just did the
best thllt I could.
Sypho's output was the second 100-yard effort of the
season by a Racer back and
the fourth in five seasons.
"Against Tennessee State
it seemed like that we (the offense) were coming off the
ball better than we have all

season, but we still have to
do a lot of things better, like
hold on to the ball," Sypho
said. ''We laid it on the
ground too often.
"I have to concentrate
more myself to keep from
fumbling, there is no excuse
for that to happen as much
as it did," Sypho said. "We
had 80 many chances to win
the game but we have got to
stop shooting ourselves in
the foot. Once we do that,
winning the rest of our re·
maining games shouldn't be
any trouble."
Sypho, a junior from Atlanta, Ga., came to the Racers in
a roundabout way. Out of
Cedar Grove High in Atlan·
ta, h e signe d with
Tennessee-Ch atta nooga.
Prob l ems wit h in the
coaching staff there led him
to transfer to junior college.
While there, Bob Larson,
the Racer offensive coordinator contacted him. After
meeting Racer bead coach
Mike Mahoney and considering offers from Arkansas
State and UT-Chattanooga
again, he decided on Murray
State.
"As far as the rest of the
~!GaBOn goes, if everybody
goes out and does what needs
to be done, some positive
things can come of the last
three games," Sypho said.
"We can't and won't give
up."

By ANGIE MIDDLETON
Editor
Despite a tie for third among
six teams at the University of
Chris Wilson was the Racer's
Kentucky Invitational Tourna- finisher and was tied for fourth
ment, Buddy Hewitt said his overall with a score of 112.
Racers played as well as they
could have played on such a
''The course was one of the
tough golf course.
most difficult we've played this
year," Wilson said. "The
"UK played extremely well weather was great, but we had
and deserved to claim t he title to wait to tee off because of t he
of state champions this year," frost 80 we played 27 holes in·
Hewitt said.
stead of 36."
Assistant Sports

Hewitt said he was pleased
with the play of freshman Paul
Clements, who played in only
his second college tournament.
Clements finished with a 27
hole total of 127.

Congratufations
Kate
from your

IIKA
Big Brother and Big Sister

Kate Stephens
Homecoming Queen 1990

WITH TBIS COUPON

l~K

1990-91
Who's Who
Among Students

GOLD BU'ITERCUP
~r.
DIAMOND
~J.
EARRINGS

l'

ONLY$12 88

•
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Summers Optical
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American
Universities and
Colleges
Applications are available in the
Office of Student Affairs.

Deadline: Friday, Nov. 2
Eligibility:

SPECIAL

News Makers
Watch · TV-11

--3.0 GPA, with at least 90 hours completed.

Monday 6:05 p.m. and 10:05 p.m.

Nov._ 5
I

Wilson said t hey did not play
well as a team and because it
was UK's home tournament,
the Racers knew they had to
play well to beat them.
The Augusta College Tourna-

ment in Augusta Ga. is next on
the agenda Nov. 18-20 where
th~ Racers will meet 15 teams
from South Carolina, North
Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee
and Kentucky.
Hewitt said he has "no earthly idea of what to expect,"
since they will be competing/
against t eams they have not
played this year.
"I hope we can give a good account of ourselves,'' be said.
The tournament includes
schools which are members of
the District 3-North and the
Racers' perfor mance will have a
bearing on selection of par·
t icipants in the regional
tournament.

"As the Ribbon
Fades"

--Demonstrated campus and community
leadership and involvement.
For more information contact the
Office of Student Affairs, 762-6831

Guests include family memben with
relatives in the Middle East
'

---
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Wenning, Pierce to lead
Lady Racers this season
By GREG ALLEN
Assistant Sports Editor

Entering his second year as
bead coach of the Lady Racers,
Larry Wall will have to fill the
shoes of last year's seniors
Melissa Huffman and Karen
Johnson.
Huffman, a 5-foot-8-inch
guard, was second on the team
in scoring with 14.8 points and
averaged 4.8 rebounds a game
last year and led the Ohio
Valley Conference with 94 percent free throw shooting.
Johnson, a 5-foot-11-inch
guard/forward, was • third in
scoring, averaging 13.7 points,
and was second in rebounding,
grabbing 6.9 rebounds a game.
The good news for Wall is that
he has the leading active scorer
in the OVC returning in
Michelle Wenning who has
1,324 career points.
Wenning, a 6-foot-2-inch forward from New Washington,
Ind., lead the Lady Racers in
not orily scoring last year,
averaging 16 points a game, but
also led the team with 8.4 rebounds a game and 55.6 percent
field goal shooting. Wenning is
picked preseason First Team

WOMEN'S

BASKETBALL
All-Conference.
The Lady Racers are picked to
finish fourth in the preseason
poll chosen by coaches and
sports information directors in
the conference.
Also returning from last
year's starting lineup will be
senior Tawnya Pierce and
junior Julie Pinson.
Pierce, a 6-foot-1-inch forward, averaged 13.4 points and
5.8 rebounds a game last year
while playing mostly iDBide.
This year Wall said Pierce
would play on the perimeter
more because of her outside
shooting ability. Pierce bas
been named Second Team
Preseason All-Conference.
"1 can tell in practice that
they (Wenning and Pierce) are
confident in what they are doing," Wall said. "They will provide a role model for the
younger players."
Pinson, a 5-foot-8-inch guard,
will provide the ball handling
duties of point guard. Last year
Pinson averaged 7.5 points a

game and led the team with 139
assists.
Last year the Lady Racers
finished the season with a 17-12
record. In the conference the
Lady Racers finished second
and lost to Tennessee Tech in
the OVC tournament finals.
This year the Lady Racers are
hoping to better last year's
Itlark and win their first OVC
championship.
"The conference is very competitive and we have the ingredients (to win) if we play up to
our pot~ntial," Wall said.
Wall said the new people are
learning the system and early
in the season he would play a
lot of people to find their roles.
The Lady Racers add six
newcomers to the team that
returns seven from last year.
"I'm very pleased with the
· chemistry. We're a very closeknit team and they're very enthusiastic," Wall said.
In what could probably be one
of the toughest schedules in
years, the I:.ady Racers schedule
will feature such teams as
Auburn, who finished No. 2 in
the nation last year, and Arkansas, who finished in the final16
last year.

Racers advance at Volvo,
several players successful
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Athens, Ga_. is becoming a frequent visiting · place for the
Murray State tennis team.
Three weeks ago, the Racer
netters participated in the
Southern Collegiate Championships at the University of
Georgia, which is located in
AtheDB.
The Racers were victorious in
just one of seven matches they
played at Athens against such
southern powerhouses as
Florida, Tennessee and the
homestanding Bulldogs of
Georgia.
Head Coach Bennie Purcell's
charges went back to AtheDB
last week in search of a little
more success in the Volvo All-

TENNIS
.American, which is second only
to the NCAA Tournament in
prestige. They got it.
Doug Hawthorne, Andy Poore
and Scott Brooks all made it
past the first round and Brooks
was able to advance to the third
round in last week's
tournament.
"With three guys winning in
the first round, I'm pretty hapPY about that," Purcell said.
"We were playing the best competition in the country down
there, so I feel that some of our
guys are playing pretty well."
Even more impressive, the
three players who ousted
Hawthorne, Poore and Brooks
all were still in the tournament

as ofTuesday. The tournament,
which started last Saturday,
will continue until this Sunday.
Purcell said it used to be very
difficult for his team to participate in this tournament
because it was played in
California.
"It's great to have it in
Georgia ·now," Purcell said.
"We have very little difficulty
getting there and it gives us a
chance to play the type of competition we played last week."
The Racer netters' next competition will be this weekend in
Knoxville, Tenn., at the Region
3 Qualifier which will determine that region's representative in the National Indoor
Championships at Minneapolis,
Minn., in January.

Racers finish 2nd, 3rd at EKU
By BILL BALTZ
Staff Writer

The Murray State women's
and men's cross country teams
placed second and third in the
Ohio Valley Conference Championship meet Saturday in
Richmond, as Eastern Kentucky easily won both the team
titles and both individual
honors with runners, Rob Colvin and Carena Winters.
MSU's number one runners,
Heather Huhn and Carl
Dillard, earned All-OVC honors
in cross country with finishes of
second and sixth places in their
respective races.
The Lady Racers finished
behind the EKU women's total
of 25 points with a score of 62,
and were led by Huhn 's second
place.

CROSS COUNTRY
Huhn, who ran the five
kilometer course in 18 minutes,
44.29 seconds, was 29 seconds
behind Winters' time of 18:14.9.
Coach Margaret Simmons
said the team failed to
challenge Eastern Kentucky,
because they were too tight and
nervous before the race.
Crystal Roberson ran a good
race, but no one else on the
team except Huhn broke the
19-minute barrier in order to
compete with EKU, SimmoDB
said.
The women's squad will compete next in the NCAA Region
ill meet in Greenville, S.C., on
the campus of Furman
Universtiy on Nov. 10.
The MSU men's squad ran

,

about as expected, Racer coach
Stan Narewski said. "Whether
or not we ran any better or any
worse, the team would have
finished the same with the
talent that Eastern and
Morehead has."
"I went out with the leaders
this time, but l ra.n out of gas
the last half-mile," said Dillard.
Dillard was the fll'st finisher
for MSU placing sixth with a
time of 26:26 on the eight
kilometer course.
Jim Cermak finished his
season with another strong race
and just missed making allconference with 11th place,
Narewski said.
The men's team has ended its
season, but team members will
continue to train for a limited
road race schedule and the indoor season which will start in
December, Narewski said:

/

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

~
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Come by and see our
great selection of
dolls, candies, and
other great gift
ideas.
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Our services and prices are unbeatable !
Whltnell and Glendale
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

753·4175
Saturday
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Alpin~

Moblk Seauity
Madtl8030
R.ttnot~ Control Mobile S«urity S)'ltftn
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SALE

$269.99
INSTALLED
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Shopping Center (rear)
Chestnut Street
753-0113
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CL~SSIFIED

AD POLICY

Deadline . . . . . . . . . . . Friday 2 p.

m.

Houra: Monday and Wtdntlday 3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday 8:30 a.m. • 10:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. - 3 p.m

Closed weekends and holidays.
Exaol change ot chec:* requited. NO ADS WILL SE ACCEPTED OVER THE
PHONE. AM may be l'llllled llong with p_,_nl to:

With MSU 10: 15~ per word
Without MSU 10 : 20~ per word

OVER TWENTY WORDS
With MSU 10: 10e per word
Without MSU 10: 15~ per word
Bold Face - $1 per line
Attention Getters or .,.,., - $1

***

INDEX
HELP WANTED

ROOMMATES
LOST & FOUND
BUSINESS SERVICES
RIDES
FOR RENT
MISC.
FOR SALE
NOTICE
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Don't miss out on all the
fun•
Put
a
CLASSIFIED in the
paper. Give your friends
or
s weethearts
something. to look
~...... .
forward tol
Cindy B., You are an
awesome Alpha Slg.
Cheryl G.
J. - Happy one month
anniversary! Regardless
of where the games Is,
our bet Is still on. I miss
you.-K.
Llttlelamb II, scare me
again and I'll sock you In
the stomach. Gall.
S.L. - Hopkinsville was
great fun or whatever
that place we went wu
called. G.H.
Greer, let's party after.
Nov. 9, 111 ready to go'
Gall.

Dyan and Kay, You are

great little elsterall mlsa
you both.

-------

RATES

IPE--1

To the Brothers of 1:0:
Thanks for a great fall
festival. The Sisters of
Al:A.

Happy 21st Debblel At
last you can go South
with us legally! Let's
throw downl n Love and
all of mine, LAM.

a.ASSFEOS DEPAR'Th£NT
Th• Murray S tat• Nflws
260i Unlvtf'alty Station
Murray, KY 42071

PERSONALSJGREEK

To the Btothers of Am:
Thanks for a great
mixer. The Sisters of
Al:A.

MSU-TV 11 and The
Murray State News: I
wish you could be here
In Washington D.C. with
me. I am really enjoying
myself. I do miss y'all.
•Reuben.•

Elvis, Had a great time
at MSU Homeooming.
You should have been
here. Your pal always,
The Jakester.
Jake, It sure was nice
seeing you Homeoomlng
weekend. You look
great. Work your
secretary harderl

1. ~ 1~rt;od~~~~~~

Mike, Just a few more
weeks until Nashville.
Almost the Galt Housel
Love, Amy
_ _ _;_______
Thanks to all who helped
with the 3rd Annual
Sigma Chi Haunted
House. Especially Ar&,
Storey's,
Krogers,
Owens, Plggly Wiggly,
K-Mart.
C.G. and AOll: Thanks
for a super Alumni
Homecoming reception.
M.W.
S.L., It has been a long
time. I'm sure It's been
hard for you. G.H.
T ammy
Cooper
Thompson and Kim
Futrell, did you enjoy
your Halloween surprise
from me? I hope you did
-Rob.

Love, Cute Cro_ch.

Sonja S. Lets stop at ,
Hardees on the way
back to B.S. to get some
curly fries. Lets take the
goat with us. Your best
buddy, Donna W.

Classifieds
and

The Murray
State News
a great combination!
Call 762-4478 today for
more infonnation
Monda, You are an
awesome roommate!

S.A.A. - Ugl Poopl I
love you alii Take your
pictures to K-Mart.

Large, thanks for the tip
on the arsenic, It was
very helpful, Slim
Terri, If you can't be
Linda Dano maybe you
can work for Dano'e
pizza, at least you have
the expertence. Sis
To my wonderful family,
It's good to be home
again. Greg
Thanks to my great
uncle Riehle for being
the

Need glasses?
Summe,.. Optical
has a large selection of
fashion and
oontemporary eyewear.
Polo, Marchon, Uz
Claiborne, Safllo, RayBan, Vuamet, C81T8ra.

Sullivan Par 3 Golf
Course offera
entertainment! Golf,
batting cages, lesaons.

Cheryl G., I'll take my
pictures to K-mart some
day, I promise!
Tammy, Kim, Terry, Cliff, •
Krtt not Crtt, Marflynn,
Laura H., Laura D., Kelly
H., JoAnna (Old I spell
your name right), Dr.
Bob, Doc, Dr. AI, Greg,
Scotty, Cyrus, Krlstle,
Allyson with anY not an
I because It matches her
first name(Mary), Rod,
Marfanna. Rhonnda with
two n's, Jennifer, and
Anne(thought I forgot it)
and any other fools I
forgot
over
the
semester- Love Rueben
By Decree of the City of
Murray: A Pedestrian
Crossing Light is to be
affixed at the corner of
14th & Hughes (IX
house) For Earlymorning,
sleepy ,
Shame- walkers

' 8DES
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I need a rfde to Knoxville
the weekend of Nov. 911. Split gas money. Call
Usa at 762-2466. Leave
message!

Check out our
weekly specials
and
Friday night buffet
5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Ribs, Chicken,
Roast Beef and Catfish
The place ain't fancy, but it sure is good food!

check. Top typing speed I
of 168 W.P.M. Call 7624769.
Professional
resume
typesetting.
762-2751.

Two JBI..JSeeburg
speakera - $500 pair.
Call 492-8469 after 9
p.m.
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Chances are that
you'll fmd exactly
what you're looking
for in the
Classifieds! Buying,
sellrnng,ajob,orjust
a note from that
special someone in
the Personals
section.

The Murray State
News
Classifieds are the
first place to go for
fun and results!
For more information
contact our office today!
we·n give you the inside
scoop _on Classifieds and
The Murray State N ews.

Call 762-4478

Murray

Calloway
County

Jaycees
SALUTE

Pi Kappa Alpha
and

the Rodeo Club
for their involvement in our community!

806 Chestnut

753-0045

and
Call

Calligraphy for
certificates, Invitations,
etc. Call Mlsay at 7599333.

Budman, "You say Its
your birthday• Happy
20th Birthday from the
gang

Delicious Hickory-Smoked Bar-B-Q

A-1 Typing Service. $1
per page. Includes .spell

t"~,..,~J

Keep the faithl

T .J.•s Bar....B--Q

Debbie's
Typ i ng
Service. Reasonable
rates. Spell checked.
Grammar assistance.
437-4939. (local)

753-1152.

greatest.

Lance B, congrats on a
great first week of work
at the Nflws.

I

Seafood Express
"Ane seafood dining In a
Florida atmosphere.•

I

